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This presentation will provide an overview on the 
following topics:

• The OIG Security Audit of Piedmont

• Lessons learned from the OIG Security Audit of      
Piedmont

• The CMS Security Audits

• The key security and privacy challenges in Healthcare

IntroductionIntroduction



OIG Security Audit of Piedmont

Piedmont Healthcare is a multi-facility healthcare system 
comprised of:

• 4 hospitals located in and around metro Atlanta: Piedmont 
Hospital, Piedmont Fayette, Piedmont Mountainside and 
Piedmont Newnan

• Piedmont Heart Institute (employed cardiology practices)

• Piedmont Medical Care Corporation (employed primary care 
and specialty practices)

• 8200+ employees

• 2 data centers

• Hybrid EMR and paper record systems covering inpatient and 
outpatient hospital and office/ambulatory services

• 250+ applications



OIG audited Piedmont beginning in March 2007, and concluding in OIG audited Piedmont beginning in March 2007, and concluding in June June 
20072007

HIPAA Security Rule is enforced by CMS, not OIGHIPAA Security Rule is enforced by CMS, not OIG

Rule provides CMS with broad discretion over enforcement decisioRule provides CMS with broad discretion over enforcement decisions ns 
based on provider cooperation and commitment to information secubased on provider cooperation and commitment to information securityrity

Purpose of OIG audit was to assess CMS enforcement of the SecuriPurpose of OIG audit was to assess CMS enforcement of the Security ty 
Rule by auditing provider complianceRule by auditing provider compliance

Several other OIG audits underway since oursSeveral other OIG audits underway since ours

We have had informal discussions with OIG regarding its findingsWe have had informal discussions with OIG regarding its findings, but , but 
OIG has not released final report as of July 21, 2008OIG has not released final report as of July 21, 2008

Final report will be issued to CMS and will likely not be publicFinal report will be issued to CMS and will likely not be public

OIG Security Audit of Piedmont

Key Process Points:



OIG Security Audit of Piedmont

Key Observations:

Overall tone of process has been cooperative with OIGOverall tone of process has been cooperative with OIG

We are unable to comment on specific findings (as of July 21, We are unable to comment on specific findings (as of July 21, 2008)2008)

Focus on overall complexity of systems and consistent applicatioFocus on overall complexity of systems and consistent application of n of 
policy across complex systems policy across complex systems 

Focus on reasonable internal processes and policiesFocus on reasonable internal processes and policies rather than use rather than use 
of specific technologies or toolsof specific technologies or tools

Wireless, identity and access management, auditingWireless, identity and access management, auditing

Housing information security in compliance rather than informatiHousing information security in compliance rather than information on 
servicesservices



• Organizations should treat Information Security as a compliance 
issue first and a technical issue second (not the other way 
around)

• Use a program management approach to Information Security with 
clearly defined roles and responsibilities, charter and strategic plan

• Perform regular risk assessments, taking into consideration the size 
and complexity of your organization 

• Document how risks are either accepted or addressed by your 
organization

• Perform third-party vulnerability assessments (penetration testing)

• Be in a perpetual state of audit readiness, the same way you would 
for Joint Commission

Lessons Learned



Lessons Learned

• Establish a close working relationship with your organization’s CIO and 
IT staff as well as Chief Compliance Officer, depending on where you 
report in the organization

• Use the published CMS list of items that could be requested during an 
audit as part of your baseline documentation

• Revisit your documentation and your program, make sure it aligns 
with the HIPAA Security regulations at minimum (NIST SP800-53: An 
introductory resource guide for implementing the Health Insurance 
Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) Security Rule (Draft)).

• Keep key business people continually engaged in your security 
program

• Understand and anticipate business and clinical needs of the 
organization

• Ensure that your organization invests appropriately and proportionally 
in the Information Security Program
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CMS HIPAA Security AuditsCMS HIPAA Security Audits

•• As with all HIPAA regulations, enforcement is complaintAs with all HIPAA regulations, enforcement is complaint-- 
driven, and focuses on voluntary compliance.  driven, and focuses on voluntary compliance.  

•• CMS has the authority to conduct compliance reviews as CMS has the authority to conduct compliance reviews as 
deemed necessary.   deemed necessary.   

•• CMS also has the authority to invoke civil money penalties CMS also has the authority to invoke civil money penalties 
((CMPsCMPs) as defined in the enforcement rule.  ) as defined in the enforcement rule.  

•• To date, CMS has followed policies and procedures for To date, CMS has followed policies and procedures for 
handling complaints based on voluntary compliance and handling complaints based on voluntary compliance and 
collaboration with the entities against which a complaint has collaboration with the entities against which a complaint has 
been filed.  been filed.  



CMS audit focus areasCMS audit focus areas

•• Provide summary of the complaint from the perspective of Provide summary of the complaint from the perspective of 
both the complainant and the covered entityboth the complainant and the covered entity

•• OnOn--site review of covered entitysite review of covered entity’’s and/or business associates s and/or business associates 
policies, procedures and systems based on compliance policies, procedures and systems based on compliance 
review plan review plan 

•• Detailed report, including findings, recommendations for Detailed report, including findings, recommendations for 
corrective action.   Each review will also include an corrective action.   Each review will also include an 
assessment of the strategies deployed by the covered entity assessment of the strategies deployed by the covered entity 
as they apply to the HIPAA requirementsas they apply to the HIPAA requirements

•• Each review will include an analysis of the covered entities Each review will include an analysis of the covered entities 
remote access policies and procedures, in accordance with remote access policies and procedures, in accordance with 
the CMS Remote Security Guidance Document issued on the CMS Remote Security Guidance Document issued on 
December 18, 2006.  Such analysis will take place regardless December 18, 2006.  Such analysis will take place regardless 
of the nature of the complaintof the nature of the complaint



Trust is critical to a sustainable healthcare systemTrust is critical to a sustainable healthcare system
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Trust Is at Stake. Privacy, security 
and information risk management 
have been elevated to key issues 
given the business impacts of failure 
– on both long-term relationships and 
value.  The key elements of a 
sustainable healthcare system 
depend on trust:

•Trust must exist to establish a quest 
for common ground between trading 
partners.   

•The strategic deployment of 
resources relies on a dependable 
and secure infrastructure for 
leveraging resources across 
traditional geographic and 
organizational boundaries

•Intellectual property must be 
protected in order to foster a climate 
of innovation



Security is critical to the delivery of quality careSecurity is critical to the delivery of quality care

Quality. Institute of Medicine’s (IOM) 6 Aims. The IOM has 
recommended 6 aims for “Crossing the Quality Chasm.”



Key Security and Privacy Challenges in HealthcareKey Security and Privacy Challenges in Healthcare



Globally, Privacy Officers Are Increasingly Dealing with Globally, Privacy Officers Are Increasingly Dealing with 
Identity Theft and the Risk of the Knowledgeable InsiderIdentity Theft and the Risk of the Knowledgeable Insider

Insider threat is on the Insider threat is on the 
riserise……
This year employees took over This year employees took over 
the number one spot as the the number one spot as the 
most likely source of an most likely source of an 
information security event.information security event.

•• In 2007, 48% of In 2007, 48% of 
respondents pointed to respondents pointed to 
employees vs. 41% to employees vs. 41% to 
hackers.hackers.

•• But in 2005 only 33% of But in 2005 only 33% of 
respondents sighted respondents sighted 
employees as the most employees as the most 
likely source vs. 63% for likely source vs. 63% for 
hackers. hackers. 
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The Enterprise Security Business ModelThe Enterprise Security Business Model™™ 
The Security Value ChainThe Security Value Chain

BUSINESS
OBJECTIVES

Organization

Firm Processes

Technology 
Infrastructure

ENVISION ENGINEER OPERATE RESPOND

IDENTIFY CREATE CAPTURE SUSTAIN

Model for adding value to the business via securityModel for adding value to the business via security
•• Value of Enablement (Security of Inclusion)Value of Enablement (Security of Inclusion)
•• Value of Protection (Security of Exclusion)Value of Protection (Security of Exclusion)

Comprehensive vision of security activities from a business Comprehensive vision of security activities from a business 
perspectiveperspective
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ESBM Alignment with HIPAA Security
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Security 
Management 

Process

Assigned Security 
Responsibility

Workforce Security

Information Access 
Management

Security Awareness & Training

Security Incident 
Procedures

Contingency Plan

Evaluation

Business Associate Contracts 
& Other Arrangement

Facility Access 
Controls

Workstation Use

Workstation 
Security

Device and Media 
Controls

Access 
Controls

Audit Controls

Integrity

Person or Entity Authentication

Transmission 
Security

Requirements for 
Group Health Plans

Policies and Procedures

Documentation
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Security Services That Support These Activities Security Services That Support These Activities 
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QUESTIONS???QUESTIONS???
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